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 plus one key money" A: How can I remove duplicate lines from file which contains serial keys and their respective money awk
'!x[$1]++' output.txt The above will loop through the first file and find lines with $1 in the array. If the line is found then we

increment the corresponding entry in the array. It has a next keyword which does nothing if the line does not contain $1. $ awk
'NR==FNR{a[$1];next} $1 in a' file1 file2 serial money 1234 200 1234 200 You can create the array a in-place by simply

defining it as an array like below 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a method of allocating a service of a
single source in a communication network. More particularly, the present invention relates to a method of allocating a service of

a single source in a communication network, where a single source provides broadcast service or multicast service through a
plurality of terminal devices, and the terminal devices do not have service allocation information. 2. Description of the Related
Art In communication networks, service data such as multicast service data (e.g., video service data) and broadcast service data
(e.g., audio service data) is transmitted to a plurality of terminal devices. However, a single source does not necessarily provide
the same service at different time and location. For example, a single source does not necessarily provide the same service to a
plurality of terminal devices at the same time and location. In other words, a single source may provide different service to a

terminal device depending on time and location. For this reason, an operator of a communication network needs to understand
which service a single source provides depending on time and location, and 520fdb1ae7
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